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Abstract: In a peer-to-peer data management system (P2PDMS) peers exchange data in a pair-wise fashion on-the-fly in response to
user queries without any centralized control. When peers exchange highly confidential data over an insecure communication channel,
the data might be intercepted and read by intruders. As there is no centralized control for data exchange among peers in a P2PDMS,
we cannot assume any central third party security infrastructure (e.g. PKI) to protect confidential data. This paper proposes a security
protocol for data exchange in P2PDMSs based on pairing-based cryptography and data exchange policy. The protocol allows the peers
to compute their secret session keys dynamically during data exchange session by computing a pairing on an elliptic curve, that is based
on the policies between them. We show using a formal verification tool that the proposed protocol is safe, and is robust against different
attacks including man-in-the middle, the masquerade, and the reply. Furthermore, the computational and communication overhead of
the protocol are analyzed.
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1. Introduction

A peer-to-peer data management system (P2PDMS) is a
collection of autonomous data sources, called peers. The
local data sources on peers are calledpeer data sources.
Although peer data sources are created independently,
data in one peer may semantically relate with data in
another peer. Therefore, each peer specifies pair-wise
mappings with other peers to share and exchange related
data. In the last few years, significant progress has been
made in research on various issues related to P2PDMSs,
such as peer data exchange settings, data integration
models, mediation methods, coordination mechanisms,
and mappings [3,4,5,6] among the peer data sources.
However, the aspect of sharing data between trusted or
acquainted peers in a secured way is given less attention.

In a peer-to-peer system, we cannot assume a fixed
secure channel for data exchange between two peers since
peers are dynamic and may leave the network any time, or
acquaintances between peers are temporary. Moreover, it
would be highly expensive and not feasible to maintain a
secure link for each pair of peers. When data are

exchanged through an unsecured link between acquainted
peers, data are no longer secured despite the assumption
that each source protects its own data from malicious
tampering and accessing by external intruders. There are
some security threats that can occur in a P2PDMS during
data exchange. In the following we discuss these threats.

Man in the middle Attack (MITM): In MITM
attack, an intruder can establish independent connections
with the source and the target and relay messages between
them. Source and target believe that they are exchanging
data without intervening the data exchange policy
between them. But, in reality, intruders are controlling the
entire data exchange session. Thus, MITM attack is a
severe active attack [18] on data exchange in peer-to-peer
data management systems. Once a session is intercepted,
the intruder acts as a proxy. Thus the intruder becomes
another valid peer on the data exchange channel and is
able to read, insert, and modify the data in the intercepted
data exchange. The prevention technique of MITM attack
for our proposed protocol is discussed in Section6.1.

Replay Attack: A replay attack is an active attack on
data exchange channel in a P2PDMS in which a valid
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data transmission is maliciously or fraudulently repeated
or delayed. SupposePj is a target peer who wants to
authenticate her identity to a source peer,Pi . For valid
identification ofPj , Pi requests her password as a proof of
identity, which Pj provides toPi (possibly after some
transformation like a hash function). Meanwhile, an
intruder peer,PEVE, is eavesdropping on the conversation
and is recording the password. After the verification
phase is over,PEVE connects toPi asPj . Now, if Pi asks
PEVE for proof of identity,PEVE sendsPj ’s password that
is recorded in the verification phase. The replay attack
prevention mechanism for the proposed protocol is
discussed in Section6.2.

Masquerade Attack: In this attack, an attacker peer
(target) may pretend to be a valid peer (target) of a source
by disguising its own identity and publishing the identity
of a real target peer. Thus, a malicious peer may gain
access to the data of the source. The easiest point of entry
for a masquerading peer is provided by a weak
authentication between the source and the target. Once
the malicious node passes the authentication process, it
may be authorized by the source as a target to access its
data. Similarly, a malicious peer may falsely act as a
source for a target. Therefore, a malicious node may be
able to tamper with both exchanged data and the data
exchange policy between a source and a target. The
prevention technique for masquerade attack is discussed
in Section6.3.

Considering the above security threats, the existing
conventional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is not
suitable to apply since a centralized-trusted control
system is needed for the PKI.

For achieving secured data exchange in a P2PDMS
system, this paper presents a protocol based on Identity
Based Encryption (IBE) and pairing-based
cryptography[12,11]. Using pairing-based and IBE
properties, each peer in the network generates a dynamic
secret session key based on the attributes mentioned in the
query and the predefined data exchange policy. In this
protocol, peers authenticate each other in a pair-wise
fashion without a centralized authentication policy. In
order to verify the security features of our proposed
protocol, an automated formal validation tool for internet
security protocols, namely AVISPA (Automated
Validation of Internet Security Protocols & Applications)
is used. AVISPA facilitates a language called HLPSL
(High Level Protocol Specification Language) to model
any security protocol for the verification [8] purpose. The
detail about AVISPA can be found in its official web
site [9].

In brief, our protocol has the following properties:
(1) flexible message-oriented secure data exchange

between peers (2) exchange of data between peers
without any third party certificates (3) communication
between peers could be as simple as a single TCP
connection (4) both parties (i.e. source and target)
authenticate each other during data exchange.

1.1. Our Contribution

In this paper, we present a secure data exchange protocol
between peers. In our protocol, peers generate session
keys on-the-fly for data exchange based on the requested
query. The design of the protocol is based on the
cryptographic hardness properties of pairing over elliptic
curves. When two peers want to exchange data, each of
them generates its secret session key using the shared
attributes between them through computing a pairing
function over an elliptic curve. Once the generation of the
secret session key is complete, one peer sends a challenge
to the other peer for its authentication; the other peer then
sends a corresponding response as the answer to the
challenge. If the challenge and response match then the
peers begin the data exchange by encrypting the data with
their secret session key. Therefore, no malicious nodes
can take part in the communication as they are not
authenticated among the peers and cannot self-generate
the secret session key. As a result, a man-in-the middle
attack, masquerade attack, and replay attacks are
prevented. In addition, the protocol does not require other
trusted third-party centralized control services for
authenticated transactions between source and target.
Peers can generate their secret session key on-the-fly as
well as authenticating one another.

We also conduct an experiment for formal security
verification of our protocol using a High Level Protocol
Specification Language tool. We extensively analyze the
prevention of different attacks that are provided by our
protocol and evaluate the computational and
communication complexities of the protocol. A short
version [1] (three pages) of this paper is presented in a
conference where a specific application (eHealth
scenario) was considered and only the basic operations
are discussed. In this paper an extensive security analysis
is presented.

Organization of The Paper: The next section
introduces the primitives of cryptography and a formal
verification tool that are necessary to describe our
protocol. Section3 describes how the data exchange
policy/mapping is established between two peers and the
threats that can occur when peers exchange their data in
an unsecured channel. In Section4, we present our
cryptographic solution and describe the protocol for
exchanging data between peers. In section5, we discuss
issues of cryptographic implementation and security
analysis of the protocol. In section6, we discuss
prevention of different attacks that is provided by the
protocol. Section7 describes related work, and finally
Section8 concludes and points out avenues for further
research.

2. Cryptographic Primitives and Tool

In this section, we describe some basic cryptographic
primitives and mathematical properties which are useful
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to understand the protocol. The security strength,
computational and communication complexities of the
protocol also depend on these primitives. A tool for
formal security analysis of internet security protocol is
discussed as well, in fact this tool is used to verify the
security strength of the the protocol.

2.1. Elliptic Curves

Elliptic curves are considered interesting primarily as an
alternative group structure. In regard to implement of
common cryptographic protocols, certain advantages
come with the elliptic curve families,
E(Fq) : y2 = x3 + Ax+ B [10]. As there is no known
polynomial-time algorithm for the discrete logarithm
(DL) problem for the great majority of such curves, much
smaller keys can be used. This is one of the major
advantages of using these curve families. Given a pointP
on the curveE defined over a finite fieldFq whereq= pm

is the size of the finite field andp is said to be the
characteristic ofFq, if p is a large prime then it is
computationally difficult to determine “a” for some given
“aP”. In most circumstances the points on such curve
form a simple cyclic group which yield flexible
deployment of pairing-based cryptography on such a
curve.

At the foundation of every public key cryptosystem
there is a hard mathematical problem that is
computationally infeasible to solve. The DL problem is
the basis for the security of many cryptosystems,
including the elliptic curve cryptosystem. More
specifically, the ECC relies upon the difficulty of the
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP).

2.2. Bilinear Maps

Let G1 be an additive group andG2 be a multiplicative
group of the same prime orderq. Let P be an arbitrary
generator ofG1. Note thataP denotesP added to itselfa
times. Assume that the discrete logarithm (DL) problem is
hard in bothG1 andG2. We can think ofG1 as a group of
points on an elliptic curve overFq, andG2 as a subgroup
of the multiplicative group of a finite fieldFqk for some
k∈Z

∗
q, whereZ∗

q = {ξ |1≤ ξ ≤ q−1}. A mappinge: G1×
G1 → G2, satisfying the following properties, is called a
cryptographic bilinear map.

–Bilinearity: e(aP,bQ) = e(P,Q)ab = e(bP,aQ) ∈ G2
for all P,Q∈ G1 anda,b∈ Z

∗
q. This can be restated in

the following way. For all P,Q,R ∈ G1; then
e(P+ Q,R) = e(P,R)e(Q,R) = e(Q,R)e(P,R) ∈ G2
and
e(P,Q+R) = e(P,Q)e(P,R) = e(P,R)e(P,Q) ∈ G2.

–Non-degeneracy:If P is a generator ofG1, thene(P,P)
is a generator ofG2. In other words,e(P,P) 6= 1.

–Computable:A mapping is efficiently computable if
e(P,Q) can be computed in polynomial-time for all
P,Q∈ G1.

Modified Weil Pairing [11] and Tate Pairing [12] are
examples of cryptographic bilinear maps.

2.2.1. Mathematics of Bilinear Maps

A cryptographic pairing is a bilinear map between two
groups in which the discrete logarithm problem is hard
and it is used to construct cryptographic protocol (e.g.,
key exchange, identity-based encryption, short digital
signatures, etc.). In practice pairings are based on the
Weil and Tate pairings on elliptic curves over finite fields.
These pairings are bilinear maps from an elliptic curve
group E(Fq) to the multiplicative group of some
extension field F

∗
qk. The parameterk is called the

embedding degree of the elliptic curve. The pairing is
considered to be secure if taking discrete logarithms in
the groupsE(Fq) and F

∗
qk are both computationally

infeasible. The reduced Tate pairing of orderl is the map
el : E(Fq)[l ]×E(Fqk)[l ] −→ F

∗
qk which can be defined as

el (P,Q) = fP(BQ)
qk−1/l , where f is a function defined as

f : E(Fqk) −→ Fqk [29]. For more details about the
pairing mathematics readers can go through the
references [13] and [29].

Now we just give a brief overview of the existing
algorithms for computing pairing functions which are
useful to implement our proposed protocol. Miller first
introduced the algorithm for computing Tate pairing
in [13] and Duursmaet al., formulated for computing
Tate pairing for hyperelliptic curves in [14]. Later,
Barretoet al., proposed a faster variant of the Tate pairing
algorithm for hyperelliptic curves, namely ηT
pairing [15]. Finally, in 2007, a faster algorithm for
computingηT pairing over finite fields of characteristic
three was proposed by Beuchatet al. [17].

2.3. Diffie-Hellman Problems

The groupG1 represents the group of points on the elliptic
curveE. Using the groupG1, we can define the following
hard cryptographic problems applicable to our proposed
protocol.

–Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:Given
a triple(P,aP,bP)∈G1 for a,b∈Z

∗
q, find if there exists

any elementabP∈ E.
–Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem:Given a
quadruple(P,aP,bP,cP) ∈ G1 for a,b,c ∈ Z

∗
q, decide

whetherc= ab mod qor not.
–Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) Problem:A class of
problems where the CDH problem is hard but the
DDH problem is easy.
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–Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem:Given a
quadruple(P,aP,bP,cP) ∈ G1 for somea,b,c ∈ Z

∗
q,

computee(P,P)abc.
Groups where theCDH problem is hard but theDDH

problem is easy are called GAP Diffie-Hellman (GDH)
groups. Details aboutGDH groups can be found in [11].

2.4. AVISPA: A Verification Tool for Formal
Security Analysis

AVISPA tool is one of the well-known automated formal
security analysis tools that does not only verify whether a
security protocol is ’really’ secure or not, but also is able
to show all possible attack traces if the security protocol
is not secure. Furthermore it is publicly available and
comparatively easy to model any security protocol using
AVISPA. AVISPA facilitates an extremely expressive and
intuitive language called High Level Protocol
Specification Language (HLPSL) to the protocol verifier
for writing a protocol specification. HLPSL draws its
semantic roots from Lamport’s Temporal Logic of
Actions (TLA) [20]. It allows complicated flow patterns
and data structures to be defined and expressed. It
supports ”Alice-Bob” notation to show how
communication takes place between agents. In this
language the specification of protocols is written as
different roles where roles are played by agents. Each
agent has to perform its task as a basic role. The basic
role follows event-action based transition: when an event
occurs, the agent moves from one state to another after
the completion of certain actions. Moreover, an event or
action of any agent (i.e. one role) is related to an event or
action of one of the remaining agents (i.e. another role);
to be more specific, when an agent sends or receives
something, there is always another agent who acts as a
receiver or sender respectively for that action. There is
another type of role, known as a composed role. The
composed role instantiates basic roles for modeling the
entire protocol or create a session of multiple agents.
When the composed role instantiates or runs the entire
protocol it is called the main role (also known as
environment role). After defining the environment role,
there is a need to define the security goals in HLPSL.
Once a protocol is modeled in HLPSL it can be executed
by AVISPA verification back-ends (e.g. OFMC, CL-AtSe)
to check its security goals.

AVISPA uses Dolev-Yao intruder model [21] which
assumes that an intruder has all means to interfere with
the network and can capture as much traffic as required
for analysis. In addition it is also possible to define
intruder knowledge in the HLPSL model.

3. Secure Data Exchange Setup

In this section, we introduce the concept of data exchange
settings between peers in a P2PDMS and then discuss

different security threats that can happen during the
exchange of data between peers through an unsecured
channel.

3.1. Data Exchange Policy

Let Sbe a schema at a peerPi andT be a schema at another
peerPj . If a data exchange policy is specified fromS to T,
then we callS a source schema andT a target schema.
Each peer has instances corresponding to its schema.

Generally, in data exchange settings [2],
source-to-target data exchange policies are constituted by
a set of assertions. Basically, the policies provide a
structural relationship of data between source and target
as well as allowing data to be exchanged between the two.
Through the policies, a source also exports part of its
schema accessible to the target. The following is a simple
example of a data exchange setting.

Example 1.Consider a family physician database
(FDDBS) with the schema S consisting of two relations
R1(OHIP, DOB, Name, Address, Tel, Illness) and
R2(OHIP, TestName, Result, Date). Also consider a
database in a medical research cell (MRCDBS) with the
schema T consisting of a relation R3(OHIP, Name,
Illness, DOB, TestName, Result). Assume the following
policy is assigned between S and T.

∀ohip,name,illness,dob,testname,result∃name,address

R1(ohip,name,address, illness,dob),

R2(ohip, testname, result,date)

→ R3(ohip, illness,dob, testname, result)

The policy expresses
that patients’ data (ohip, name, illness, dob, testname,
result) are exchanged from FDDBS to MRCDBS. It also
shows that the attributes
{Ohip, Illness,DOB,TestName,Result} are shared
between FDDBS and MRCDBS. Although the attributes
are shared for MRCDBS, they also contain some
confidential attributes e.g.{Ohip,DOB} that should not
be exposed to others by any means during the exchange.
We can say that these attributes are more confidential
compared to the attributes{TestName,Result}, since the
values of those attributes do not have any meaning unless
one knows corresponding OHIP and date of birth. Note
that only the source knows which attributes are
confidential attributes among the shared attributes. The
administrator of the source is responsible to distinguish
shared and confidential attributes. Note that in this paper
we only consider the schema-level mappings between a
source and a target. We assume that when the mappings
are created only the source and the corresponding target
know the structural relationship between their schemas
(i.e., correspondences between the attributes and
relations). The structural relationship is not known to
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other peers. Therefore, during the exchange of data in an
unsecured channel, we need a protocol that secures
confidential information of shared attributes.

Now we define the shared attributes, confidential
attributes, non-confidential attributes, and private
attributes.

Definition 1(Shared attributes). Consider two peers Pi
and Pj in a P2PDMS. Let S be a schema with a set of
attributes Us in Pi and T be a schema with a set of
attributes Ut in Pj . Assume a policyΣst = qS → qT
between Pi and Pj . Let att(Σst) denotes the set of
attributes exposed by Pi using the policyΣst. Therefore,
the shared attributes, denoted by SA, are
SA⊆Us = att(Σst).

Definition 2(Confidential attributes). Consider a data
sharing policyΣst = qS → qT between two peers Pi and
Pj . Let SA be the set of shared attributes. Therefore, the
confidential attributes, denoted by CA, are CA⊆ SA.

Definition 3(Non-confidential attributes). Consider a
data sharing policyΣst = qS → qT between two peers Pi
and Pj . Let SA be the set of shared attributes and CA be
the set of confidential attributes. Hence, the
non-confidential attributes, denoted by NCA, are
SA−CA.

Definition 4(Private attributes). Consider the data
sharing policyΣst = qS→ qT between two peers Pi and Pj
and let SA be the set of shared attributes, the private
attributes, denoted by PA, is Us−SA.

Example 2.Consider example 2. Based on the data
sharing policy, we see that the shared attributes are
{Ohip, Illness,DOB,TestName,Result}, the confidential
attributes are {Ohip,DOB}, and the non-confidential
attributes are {Illness,TestName,Result}. Note that
administrators of the peers implicitly define the attributes
that are confidential during the creation of policies.

We now describe a scenario to justify the need of a
protocol that secures confidential information of shared
attributes during exchange of data in an unsecured
channel.

Assume that a user at RDB submits the following
queryq.
SELECT ohip, name, dob, illness, result
FROM R3
WHERE testname=“whitebloodcount”
Since RDB is connected with FDB, the query is
forwarded toRDBafter transformation with respect to the
schema of FDB. Suppose the transformed query for FDB
is as follows:
SELECT ohip, name, dob, illness, result
FROM R1, R2
WHERE (R1.ohip=R2.ohip) and
(testname=“whitebloodcount”)
When the query is received by FDB, it realizes that the

target is requesting some confidential data, for example
{ohip,dob}. It is now the responsibility of FDB to
provide the requested data in a secured way because FDB
is the “trusted” or “authoritative” source according the
data exchange setting. As we discussed in Section 1, there
are several security threats that can occur during data
exchange from a source to a target.

4. Description of the Protocol

In a P2PDMS, a peer may act as a source and/or a target.
For secure data exchange, source and target peers are
responsible to generate the secret session key using a
pairing function for a specific data exchange session. For
exchanging data from a source peerPi to a target peerPj
source-to-target, data exchange policies are constituted.
Thus if the targetPj requests data from the sourcePi by a
query, then the source provides data depending on the
query request and according to the data exchange
policies. To this end, an “on-the-fly” security setup is
needed between the sourcePi and the targetPj , based on
the query. Since there is no established security
mechanism between them, there could be an attack on the
communication, which we discussed before in the section
1.

Assume a source peerPi with schemaS and a target
peerPj with schemaT. Also assume that based on the data
exchange policy betweenPi andPj the shared attributes are
classified as follows:

Confidential attributes (CA) ={CA1,CA2, · · · ,CAm}
Non-confidential attributes (NCA) =

{NCA1,NCA2, · · · ,NCAp}

The purpose of the security protocol is to ensure secure
data exchange whenPj requests data fromPi through a
query Q that contains confidential attributes as well as
non-confidential attributes. Assume a queryQt at any
time instance t is requested fromPj to Pi . Before
forwarding the queryQt , Pj generates system as well as
session parameters.

System parameters:System parameters (e.g. group,
bilinear map, hash function) are used for generating secret
session keys for data exchange between peers. Depending
on the mutual agreement between peers, system
parameters may be fixed for each data exchange session
or they may be changed for each session.

Session parameters: Session parameters (e.g.
dynamically generated id of peers, random number inZ∗

q,
random numbers) are used for a specific data exchange
session in order to generate the secret session key. These
parameters are dynamic for each session of data
exchange.

In order to request data fromPi , peerPj generates the
following system and session parameters.

System parameters:

–G1, an additive group of prime orderq.
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–H1 : {0,1}∗ → G1, a collision resistant cryptographic
hash function which maps from arbitrary-length
strings to points inG1.

Session parameters:

–IDPj = H1(P
γ
j ) ∈ G1, a dynamically generated id of

peerPj , whereγ is a random number.

After creating the parameters< G1,H1, IDPj >, peer
Pj sends the parameters with the queryQt to Pi . WhenPi
receives the parameters and the query, it identifies the
confidential and non-confidential attributes. AssumePi
identifies the following confidential and non-confidential
attributes from the queryQt :

Confidential attributes in Qt , denoted by
CAQt ={QCA1,QCA2, · · · ,QCAm} ⊆CA

Non-confidential attributes inQt , denoted byNCAQt

= {QNCA1,QNCA2, · · · ,QNCAp} ⊆ NCA

When Pi receives the parameters fromPj , it also
generates system and session parameters for computing a
secret session key for the authentication ofPj and for
encryption of the query result,QR

t . The generated
parameters are given below.

System parameters:

–G2, a multiplicative group of the same prime orderq
as the order of the additive groupG1.

–A bilinear mapẽ : G1×G1 → G2.
–H2,H3, two collision resistant cryptographic hash
functions. H2 : {0,1}n−k × {0,1}k → Z∗

q, where

Z∗
q = {µ |1 ≤ µ ≤ q− 1}. H3 : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}λ ; a

mapping from arbitrary-length strings toλ -bit fixed
length string.

Session parameters:

–An ID IDPi = H1(P
ζ
i ) ∈ G1, where,ζ is a random

number.
–A random numberRi−SESSION which is used for
generating the authentication codeAut0.

Depending on the confidential and non-confidential
attributes,Pi now generates the secret session keyKSi and
authentication codeAut0 using its own parameters and the
parameters ofPj . The generation and purpose ofKSi and
Aut0 are discussed as follows:

4.1. Generation of Secret Session Key and
Authentication Code

In identity-based crypto there is generally a private key
generator (PKG) which entities use in order to obtain
their private keys. This is a trusted authority (like a CA in
a PKI). In our proposed protocol there is no PKG but still
our protocol works properly. In this proposed security
protocol, the responsibilities of a PKG are mutually
performed by the source and the target.

The sourcePi computes a shared secret element inZ∗
q,

called ashared secret parameterand denoted asσ based
on the query attribute setsCAQt andNCAQt as follows:

σ = H2(NCAQt ×CAQt ) ∈ Z∗
q

Pi also computes another shared secret identity inG1,
calledshared secret identity, denoted byIDSPbased on the
query attribute setCAQt as follows:

IDSP= H1(CAQt ) ∈ G1

Depending on the query attributes, session keyKSi for
each session is generated by the sourcePi as follows:

KSi = ẽ(IDPi + IDPj ,σ IDSP) =

ẽ(IDPi , IDSP)
σ ẽ(IDPj , IDSP)

σ

SourcePi also generates authentication codeAut0 as
follows:

Aut0 = H3(KSi ||IDPi ||IDPj ||Ri−SESSION||0)

whereRi−SESSIONis a random number generated by the
sourcePi to distinguish every session from each other so
that a replay attack cannot take place on the
communication.

Finally, source Pi sends the system parameters
< G2, ẽ,H2,H3 > including the session parameters
< IDPi ,Ri−SESSION,Aut0 > to the targetPj .

After receiving the system parameters as well as
session parameters from the sourcePi , targetPj generates
σ andIDSP. Finally targetPj computes a session keyKSj

as follows:

KSj = ẽ(IDPj + IDPi ,σ IDSP) =

ẽ(IDPi , IDSP)
σ ẽ(IDPj , IDSP)

σ = KSi

Target also computes the verification codeVer0 as
follows:

Ver0 = H3(KSj ||IDPi ||IDPj ||Ri−SESSION||0)

The verification codeVer0 is computed to verify the
authentication codeAut0 of Pi .

TargetPj comparesVer0 with Aut0; if (Ver0 = Aut0)
then target generates another authentication codeAut1 as
follows:

Aut1 = H3(KSj ||IDPi ||IDPj ||Rj−SESSION||Ri−SESSION||1)

whereRj−SESSIONis a random number generated by
the target and different from each session so that replay
attack (request to source) cannot take place in the
communication. Finally,Pj sends< Aut1,Rj−SESSION>
to sourcePi .

Upon receiving< Aut1,Rj−SESSION> from the target
Pj , sourcePi generates another verification codeVer1 as
follows, and compares it withAut1.

Ver1 = H3(KSi ||IDPi ||IDPj ||Rj−SESSION||Ri−SESSION||1)

If Ver1 matchesAut1 , i.e (Ver1 = Aut1) then source
peer sends the data of the query resultQR

t by encrypting it
with the private session keyKSi .

For distinguishing computation and communication
between the source and the target, “0” and “1”are used.
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Figure 1 Illustration of proposed protocol for key agreement and
secure data exchange in peer-to-peer data management systems.

4.2. Secure Authenticated Data Exchange

After authentication between the source and the target,
source Pi generates amessage authentication code,
denoted byMACMESSAGE on query resultQR

t , which is
computed asMACMESSAGE= H3(QR

t ). The source also
encryptsQR

t with its secret session keyKSi , denoted by
CIPHERQR

t
, which is computed as

CIPHERQR
t
= EKSi

(QR
t ), where EKSi

means encryption
using the session keyKSi . Finally, Pi sends the following
packet toPj .

< IDPi ,CIPHERQR
t
,MACMESSAGE, IDPj >

After receiving the packet,Pj decryptsCIPHERQR
t

with
the session keyKSj denoted asDKSj

(CIPHERQR
t
) and

generates the verification message authentication code,
denoted byVERMESSAGE, which is computed as follows:

VERMESSAGE= H3(DKSj
(CIPHERQR

t
))

Finally, Pj comparesVERMESSAGEwith MACMESSAGE. If
VERMESSAGE= MACMESSAGEthen the data is accepted.

The whole process is illustrated in Figure1 and
described in the following steps:

The step-by-step procedure of the proposed
protocol goes as follows:

STEP 1: A queryQt is generated at the targetPj .
STEP 2: TargetPj determines groupG1, hash

functionH1 and performs the following steps:
2.a: Generates an IDIDPj .
2.b: Sends< G1,H1,Qt , IDPj > to

the sourcePi .
STEP 3: SourcePi executes the queryQt on its local

database and performs the following steps:
3.a: Determines groupG2, bilinear mapping

functionẽ, and cryptographic hash
functionsH2 andH3.

3.b: Generates an IDIDPi , a random
numberRi−SESSION.

3.c: Generates secret session keyKSi ,
authentication codeAut0.

3.d: Sends< G2, ẽ,H2,H3, IDPi ,
Ri−SESSION,Aut0 > to the targetPj .

STEP 4: TargetPj generates secret session keyKSj ,
verification codeVer0.

4.a: Generates randomRj−SESSION.
4.b: ComparesVer0 with Aut0

if Ver0 = Aut0 then
generatesAut1.

4.c: Sends< Rj−SESSION,Aut1 > to the
sourcePi .

STEP 5: SourcePi generates verification codeVer1.
5.a: ComparesVer1 with Aut1

if Ver1 = Aut1 then
generatesmessage authentication
code MACMESSAGE.

5.b: Encrypts query resultQR
t , by using

the session keyKSi denoted
asCIPHERQR

t
.

5.c: Sends< IDPi ,CIPHERQR
t
,

MACMESSAGE, IDPj > to the
targetPj .

STEP 6: Target decryptsCIPHERQR
t

with session
key KSj ; generates verification message
authentication codeVERMESSAGE;
comparesVERMESSAGEwith
MACMESSAGE.

if VERMESSAGE= MACMESSAGE
thendata is exchanged successfully.

5. Cryptographic Implementation and
Security Analysis

In this section we discuss a cryptographic implementation
of the proposed protocol. To this end, in the following
subsections we discuss a suitable choice of key lengths
and finite fields for the implementation of the
pariing-based cryptosystem.

5.1. Choosing Key Length for a Desired
Security Level

RSA Security Systems evaluated the equivalence between
the symmetric key systems and RSA Security systems:
1024-bit RSA keys are equivalent in strength to 80-bit
symmetric keys, 2048-bit RSA keys to 112-bit symmetric
keys and 3072-bit RSA keys to 128-bit symmetric
keys [26]. Furthermore NIST [27] key management
guidelines suggests that 15360-bit RSA keys are
equivalent in strength to 256-bit symmetric keys. For
achieving different security levels, NIST has evaluated a
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Table 1 Comparable Security Strengths

Security Integer factorization Size of ECC: Group
Strength cryptography (IFC) extension size ofE(Fq)[l ]
(in bits) (in bits) field Fqk (in bits) (in bits)

** e.g.,RSA (e.g., DSA, D-H) e.g., ECDSA

80 1024 1024 160−223
112 2048 2048 224−255
128 3072 3072 256−383
192 7680 7680 384−511
256 15360 15360 512+

comparable security strengths among different crypto
systems, which is given in Table1. Column one of the
Table1 indicates the number of bits of security provided
by the algorithms and the key sizes in the particular row.
Due to the computational advantages of the attackers on
the security algorithms, the bits of security is not
necessarily the same as the key sizes for the algorithms.

The security of pairing-based cryptosystems is mainly
dependent on two basic problems: (i) ECDLP: elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem in the elliptic curve
group and (ii) the logarithm problem in the extension field
Fqk [16]. Hence, choosing the size of the group and the
extension field are the important factors for the
implementation of the proposed protocol. According to
the desired level of security which we want to be
available for our proposed protocol based on the Table1,
we have to select the size of the extension field and the
size of the group. As an example we are considering
80-bit security level; therefore in the next subsection we
discuss choosing an elliptic curve with a corresponding
appropriate finite field.

5.2. Choosing Elliptic Curves and Finite Fields

Choosing an elliptic curve that is suitable for
pairing-based cryptography, there are two options
available (i) supersingular curves or (ii) non-supersingular
curves of prime characteristic. One of the basic
requirements for the selected elliptic curve is that it
should have a small embedding degree, or security
multiplier [19]. As we are considering 80-bit security
strength, the smallest subgroup order ofE(Fq)[l ] should
be 160 bits long and the size of the extension fieldFqk

should be 1024 bits long. Thus the embedding degreek
should be close to 6.4.

Supersingular elliptic curves can be constructed on
different fields such as prime fieldsFp, binary fieldsF2m

and fields of characteristic threeF3m. The embedding
degree is different for different underlying fields. Table2
shows some pairing-friendly supersingular elliptic curves,
and their required field sizes for achieving 80-bit security
level. Considering implementation, the memory required
for storing an element inF397 is less than that for storing
an element inF3239 or F512. Furthermore, fields of

characteristic three uses the least memory for storing
elliptic curve points (base field elements) compared to
prime fields and binary fields, though the the extension
field size among these three choices of base fields is the
same, around 1024 bits long [16].

The curveE(Fpm) : y2 = x3 + Ax+ B, can be either
supersingular or non-supersingular. For supersingular it
has an embedding degree of k = 2, and for
non-supersingular it has any finite embedding degree with
m = 1. There are available efficient algorithms for some
non-supersingular elliptic curves to compute pairing, as
an example MNT curves [22]. The embedding degree of
some MNT curves is also 6, but for Tate pairing
computation on such curves it is needed to take inputs
from E(Fq)[l ] and E(Fqk)[l ], to have an output inF∗

qk.

Furthermore, the size ofE(Fqk)[l ] is very large. On the
other hand, there exists adistortion mapthat maps a point
from E(Fq)[l ] to a point in E(Fqk)[l ] for supersingular
elliptic curves. Thedistortion mapsaves a lot of memory
for point storage, and also helps for point computation on
supersingular elliptic curves [16]. Thus, for the
implementation of our proposed protocol the candidate
finite field can beF397 on the supersingular elliptic curves
y2 = x3−x+1 ory2 = x3−x−1.

In the following analysis, we will use the parameter
values given above, resulting in the elements inG1 and
G2 to be roughly 160-bit and 1024-bit, respectively. We
further assume SHA-1 [24] is used to compute the keyed-
hash message authentication code (AUT0, AUT1), which
yields a 160-bit output.

5.3. Communication Overhead

Communication overhead for our proposed protocol can
be evaluated in terms of packet sizes that are transmitted
by the source and the target peer over the communication
link during the key setup and authentication phase,
described in section4.1and4.2.

Communication overhead for the target peerPj is two
packets that are as follows: (i) First packet with size =
(Number of bits to describe GroupG1 + No. of bits to
describeH1 + 160 bit + No. of bits for description of the
query), which can be stated as (Descriptor Packet for G1
+ Descriptor Packet for H1 + |G1| element + Descriptor
Packet for Qt ) and the (ii) Second packet with size = (160
bit + 160 bit), which can be stated as
(< Aut1,Rj−SESSION >)=(160bit HMAC out put +
160bit random number).

Communication overhead for the source peerPi is two
packets that are as follows: (i) First packet
(< G2, ẽ,H2,H3 >), which can be stated as (Descriptor
Packet for G2 + Descriptor Packet forẽ + Descriptor
Packet for H2 + Descriptor Packet for H3 ) and the (ii)
Second Packet (< IDPi ,Ri−SESSION,Aut0 >) =
(|G1|element + 160bit random number +
160bit HMAC out put)
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Table 2 Some Pairing-friendly Supersingular Elliptic Curves with 80-bit Security Strength

Elliptic Curve Equation Finite Field Curve Order Embedding Degree Field Size (in bits)

E(Fpm) : y2 = x3+Ax+B Fp p+1 2 512

E(F2m) : y2+y= x3+x+b;b∈ 0,1 F2 2m+1±2(m+1)/2 4 239

E(F3m) : y2 = x3−x+b;b∈ −1,1 F3 3m+1±3(m+1)/2 6 97×2= 194

5.4. Computational Cost

The protocol setup involves 1 pairing operation, 1 point
addition, 1 point multiplication (for deriving the
symmetric key), 2 hash evaluations onH1, 1 hash
evaluation onH2, 2 hash evaluations onH3, and 1 random
number generation for the source peerPi as well for the
target peerPj . Hence, the total computation cost for both
the source and target peers together is: 2 pairing
computations, 2 point additions, 2 point multiplications
(for deriving the symmetric key), 4 hash evaluations on
H1, 2 hash evaluations onH2, 4 hash evaluations onH3,
and 2 random number generations. The computation tasks
for peers include pairing operations (basic pairing and
finite field exponentiation), point multiplications and
additions, hash operations, etc., among which pairing
operations are undoubtedly the most time-consuming
task. An example can be found in Tables 3.3, 4.3 and 5.2
of [28]. If the Tate pairing is used for the basic pairing
operation, it is shown in [29] that the time taken for
computing a Tate pairing is 26.2 ms, in the underlying
base field ofF397. Tate pairing computation on elliptic
curves of characteristic 2 and 3 has been significantly
improved [15], which is more realistic in security
applications for pairing-based cryptosystems. From this
discussion we can conclude that the real-time
computation intensity in our protocol is quite acceptable.

5.5. Formal Verification

In this section we discuss formal security analysis of our
proposed protocol. To conduct the experiment, we use the
AVISPA tool which is discussed in section2.4. To be more
precise, our objective is to check whether the session key
generated (separately) by each peer will remain a secret
between them and thus an adversary cannot retrieve the
query reply. To this end, we model our proposed protocol
using HLPSL.

HLPSL model of the proposed protocol: It is
comparatively easy to model a protocol when it is
represented in ”Alice-Bob Notation” because it gives a
clear picture of how communication takes place among
agents. That is why, prior to writing the HLPSL model of
the proposed protocol, we first represent our proposed
protocol in ”Alice-Bob” notation as follows:

1.Peerj → Peeri :< G1,H1,Qt , IDPj >
2.Peeri → Peerj :
< G2, ẽ,H2,H3, IDPi ,Ri−SESSION,Aut0 >

3.Peerj → Peeri :< Rj−SESSION,Aut1 >
4.Peeri → Peerj :
< IDPi ,CIPHERQR

t
,MACMESSAGE, IDPj >

From the above Alice-Bob notation of our proposed
protocol, it is easy to see that our HLPSL model will have
two basic roles for two principals, namelyPeeri and
Peerj . Figure2 shows our HLPSL model of the proposed
secure data exchange protocol (shown in Figure1) in
automata format where the state transitions of all basic
roles (i.e Peerj and Peeri ; played by agent A and B
respectively) have been clearly shown. Since HLPSL is
an event-action based model, the words ”event” and
”action” are attached with each transition. Due to space
limitations, it is not possible to include the original
HLPSL model (i.e., HLPSL code of the proposed
protocol) in this paper. Even though the HLPSL model
shown in Figure2 and our proposed protocol (shown in
Figure1) are the same semantically, we find it important
to discuss few issues regarding the HLPSL language for
the better understanding of our HLPSL model. First of all,
in our HLPSL model (Figure2), the keywords ”RCV”
and ”SND” are used to represent receiving and sending
message to or from another agent respectively. Secondly,
the HLPSL language facilitates a default signal/word
called ”start” to show the initiator of the protocol. For
instance, in our modelPeerj initiates the communication
by receiving a ”special” signal RCV(start). Furthermore,
it is important to note that unlike in our proposed model,
neither role (i.e.Peerj andPeeri) sendsG1,G2,H1,H2 and
ẽ as a part of its message since the HLPSL language
facilitates a role to share/have some prior knowledge.
Moreover, in HLPSL, an agent can check the secrecy of a
secret as follows: after creating the secret (values or
variable) in the basic role, he will write a statement where
he specifies the agents to whom it remains a secret. An
example of the original HLPSL syntax is given as
follows: secret(Qt reply, qt result id, {A,B}). Here
QT reply is the secret,A andB are the agents to whom it
remains a secret andqt result id is theprotocol id which
will be invoked from the security goal section of our
HLPSL model to check the secrecy ofQt reply. If no one
other than those specified agents (i.e. an intruder) can
learn the secret then the protocol will be called safe when
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Figure 2 HLPSL model of the proposed secure data exchange protocol for P2PDMS.

it is be executed by AVISPA back-ends; otherwise (i.e.
when an intruder can learn the secret) it will be marked as
unsafe and the corresponding attack trace will be shown
by the AVISPA back-ends.

We execute our HLPSL model of the proposed
protocol using the OFMC and CL-AtSe back-ends of
AVISPA in order to check two secrecy goals: secrecy of
the session key and secrecy of the query-reply. Both of
the AVISPA back-ends mark our protocol as safe.

6. Prevention of attacks

In this section we discuss prevention of different attacks
by the proposed protocol.

6.1. Man-in-the-middle Attack

In this section we discuss the prevention of man-in-the-
middle (MITM) attack provided by our proposed protocol.

In our proposed protocol the secret keysKSi andKSj

are generated based on ashared secret parameter,σ , and
a shared secret identity, IDSP. The Shared secret
parameterandshared secret identityare computed based
on confidential and non-confidential attributes that are
only shared between the source and the target peers.
Moreover, there are no public parameters associated with
σ and IDSP, used to generate session keysKSi , andKSj .
Hence, by copying public parameters, an intruder node
cannot generate a session key in the middle of a data
exchange session between two peers. Thus,
man-in-the-middle attack is prevented in our proposed
protocol.

6.2. Replay Attack

In our proposed protocol, a malicious peer cannot pass
the authentication process. We use an example to
illustrate the situation. Consider a scenario with two peers
Pi as a source andPj as a target in a P2PDMS, and a
malicious peerPm wants to mount a replay attack.
Suppose thatPj sends a queryQt to Pi for data exchange
and the session/system parameters generated during the
data exchange session are< G1,H1, IDPj >,
< G2, ẽ,H2,H3 >, < IDPi ,Ri−SESSION,Aut0 >, and
< Aut1,Rj−SESSION>. The generation of parameters is
discussed in Section4. Assume that whenPj sendsQt to
Pi , Pm makes a copy ofQt and the session/system
parameters during the data exchange session for a replay
attack. Later,Pm sends the queryQt to the source by using
the last session parameters< G1,H1, IDPj > for the
replay attack. After receiving these parameters,Pi
generates a new session and system parameters, and sends
them toPm. Now the random numberRi−SESSIONis newly
generated by sourcePi to compute a new authentication
codeAut0 denoted asAutnew

0 and a new verification code
Ver1 denoted asVernew

1 . Note that after the session is over
Pi and Pj do not storeAut0, Aut1, Ver0, andVer1. Since
Vernew

1 6= Aut1, whereAut1 is the old authentication code
stored byPm, Pi does not send the query resultQR

t to Pm.
If Ri−SESSIONis generated repeatedly by the sourcePi

and all the previous session parameters are copied byPm,
still Pm cannot decrypt the query resultQR

t . BecausePm
cannot computesecret session key KSi or KSj , it cannot
complete the authentication process. Hence, the proposed
protocol is robust against a replay attack.

6.3. Masquerade Attack

In our proposed protocol, peers authenticate each other
before exchanging data. Furthermore, in every session of
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data exchange between peers, parameters
(session/system) are generated dynamically. The session
parameters< Ri−SESSION,Aut0,Aut1,Rj−SESSION> are
completely different in each session. Hence, by storing
these session parameters and using these parameters in
challange/reponse session during authentication phase, an
intruder node cannot pass the authentication process.
Therefore, the intruder cannot pretend to be a valid peer
in the data exchange. Thus, a masquerade attack is not
effective in our proposed protocol.

7. Related Work

To the best of the knowledge of the authors, our proposal
is the first work for query-based secure session key
generation for secure data exchange between peers in
P2PDMS. There is not enough available research work
directly related to the secure data exchange in P2PDMS.
The only work that is close to the proposal is the work of
[23], where the authors claim secure data propagation
among multiple nodes by using pre-existing friendship
relationships among the nodes in the network. It is
assumed that the nodes are friends with each other in real
life, thus they have a pre-existing trust relationship and
have secure keys beforehand. This assumption is not
realistic, and therefore it is eliminated with no required
pre-existing security agreement between the peer nodes,
and the security setup is completely based on query,
initiated by a target peer in P2PDMS.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have extended the protocol in [1] for
secure data exchange in a P2PDMS using pairing-based
cryptography and data exchange policy between peers.
Using the protocol, any two peers that need to exchange
data over an insecure medium can generate on-the-fly a
secret session key by exchanging some system and
session parameters. An important feature of the proposed
protocol is that peers always generate a new session key
for every new data exchange session; therefore, every
session is completely independent with respect to the
session key generation. A rigorous formal security
analysis is given to prove the security strength of the
protocol. The protocol prevents replay attack and
masquerade attack, and is robust against a man-in-the
middle attack which is extensively analyzed.
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